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Welcome to the second issue of ZX 
User, the essential mi 
users of the Spectrum and the 2X81. 

It’s packed with software reviews 
and listings, some just 
some which you'll find 

kly 
agazine for 

for fun and 
useful. print. 

Don't forget, though, that ZX User 
is your magazine. So let’s hear from 

you. Your letters will help us to give 
you an even better magazine. 
And if you would like to see your 

work on our pages, read the advice 
under the heading: You can ge’ to 

Happy computing! 
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You can get into print 

WE WELCOME programs and 
articles from our readers. If you 
feel that your work meets our 
standards, please submit it to 
us for consideration for 
publication. 
Programs must always be 
sent on cassette. Listings are 
helpful, but not necessary 
Check ‘carefully that they are 
bug-free. Include full details of 
what your program does, how 
it works, variables you have 

used and hints on conversion. 
See the programs in this issue 
for guidance on what your 
paperwork should include. 

Articles on using the 
Spectrum and the 2X81 should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. 
Those most likely to be 
published will help our readers 
make better use of their 
computers by giving useful 
advice, possibly with 
programming examples, tables 
and so on. Short hints are also 
welcome, 

All submissions willbe 
acknowledged and the copy- 
right in such works which will 
pass to Argus Specialist 
Publications Ltd will be paid 
for at competitive rates. 

Keep a copy of your work 
and include and SAE. Label 
everything clearly and give a 
daytime and home phone 
number if you can. All work for 
consideration should be sent 
to: 
Paul Liptrot, ZX User, No. 1 
Golden Square, London W1R 
3AB 

A mixture of new programs. 
them 

Spectrum software reviews....... four 
read what our reviewers thought of. 

Spectrum program. 
Follow the progress of the lai joftware on your own chart 

Spectru m software reviews 
When you've played the games, here’s a batch of programs to take 
you and your Spectrum further 

SIX 

Spectrum program . 
Let your artistic streak take 01 ver with a great graphics utility 

seven 

Spectrum program .. 
You are a prisoner of 
you can escape 

‘the empire. Type in our adventure a 
eight 

ind see if 

Spectrum software reviews 
You'll face gangsters, killer tomatoes — not to mention spacecraft 
and monsters — in these games 
ZX81 program .. thirteen 
Catch me if you can — practise your reactions in a program for the 
1K 2X81 

Spectrum program fourteen 
Give your software library the professional touch with tailor-made 
inlay cards. Our listing will also organise all the games you've 
written 



SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

f Sci-File 48K £19.95 
Visions, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland St, London WB 
New from Visions is @ program Though the master program is by hardware rovision is {onorator fora fling system and BASIC, there aren humiber of made for Microarves in the type Spreadsheet routines ‘in machine code to of "software for” whch iis Excollent documentation with search for your data, delete It, purpose built, ‘Given the quick-start and detailed, read it and so on. ‘Those are excelent detal of the manual 
technical manuals for both major added by merging with another you can modify the BASIC, but programs on the twin-cassette program. The whole structure is you would have to work’ out package. They are essentially then saved to tape for future use. how. Which rather negates the BASIC, and, taking you slowly The companion spreadsheet is purpose of the whole thing ‘D.M. and. carefully through the developed in @ similar way, and 
decisions necessary to hold and information is transportable from instructions. 100% display your own data, set up the the database, a useful feature. ease of use 100% framework of variables. Well Sadly, this major achievement display 95% t ‘written and user friendly, in software has been overtaken value for money 40% 
kkk 
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“window gi (vealed in’ 48 

Comparison with’ pyareY__ Sta with nd Ultimate and’ Sotrwey, 

Star Reader A 
48K £6.95 

Scisoft, 5 Minster Gardens, 
Newthorpe, Eastwood, Notts 

Another practice and teaching 
program to test a child's 
knowledge — but a well-planned 
and extremely well-designed 
one, using the Spectrum's 
potential to its fullest. For six- to 
11-years-old, 

Each side has three levels, 
with deletions — putting words 
from a list into sentences — at 
each level. If you are wrong the 
correct word is put in. At the end 
the sentences are listed to form 
part of the story. 

Level one has sequencing 
(putting sentences in the correct 
‘order, with a big tick when 
correct or giant cross when 
wrong), level two has 
alphabetical order and level three 
has encyclopaedia work 

Side A is based upon a 
story, Lunar Probe, and 
upon Bear Mountain, 

The program. practises alpha- 
betical order visually, with the 
‘option to change, and leads on 
to its use in accessing infor: 
mation from encyclopaedia. It is 
‘a shame that, when sequencing, 
the use of the deletion key clears 
the whole sentence painstakingly 
typed in — very frustrating for 
young children. TW. 
instructions 90% 
ease of use 90% 
display 80% 
value for money 95% 

kkk wk 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM, ———a SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

TOP OF THE | 

POPS 
Follow the progress of the latest software on your own chart. 

This program by Barrie Penman shows you how 

Keep up to date with the latest 
hits in your own version of the 
top ten. This program is easy 
to adapt so that you can keep 
tabs on the rise to fame or the 
descent to oblivion of all your 
favourite games. 

Not only will you always be 
aware of the fate of new chart- 
toppers, but you can also keep 
track of high scores. The first 
three high score figures flash 
on your screen: 

This program is menu 
driven. You can print out hard 
copy and keep a permanent 
record of high flyers and drop 
outs. Several error traps are 
included. 

How it works 
20 POKEs for capital lock and 

keyboard click. When S=2 
prints on screen # S (1000- 
1190); when S=3 operates 
printer. Variable R = colour 
of paper 

22 prints menu on screen 
100. dimensions, arrays and 

variables for line numbers 
120 input data with error 

traps, update of data via 
option 6 

300 routine to update high 
score 

400 routine to rearrange chart 
positions (arrays) with error 
traps 

700 routine to delete any game 
800 SAVE 
1000 GOSUB: used constantly 

to display or print updated 
data note: print PRINT #S 
used for printer or screen 
display 

1100. correct figures in right 
hand column 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

PICTURE Thy 
We is a useful utility program 
which allows you to draw a 
picture and save it to tape. The 
Program contains a simple 
routine which saves bytes 
using the screens command. 
You can also print out your 
drawing. 

To make your program more 
professional, you could feature 
your drawing at the beginning 
of your program. You can save 
a half-completed picture to 
tape, reload at a later stage and 
modify it 

The special feature of this 
program is that you can 
choose any one of four 
different sized nibs at any 
point. The nib is guided around 
the screen by the usual cursor 
keys and can also be moved 
ganna You can also 

ferent inks, but it is, 
best to keep the choice of 
colours os a minimum, and 
don’t use them too’ 
together because of the 
Spectrum's limited graphics/ 
colour capability. 

You can also draw circles if 
you input the co-ordinates of 
the centre of the circle and its 
radius, The program contains a 
routine which will detect 
whether the circle will be too 
big and overlap the edge of the 
‘screen, before it is drawn and 
stop this happening. If you 
‘wish to write in your picture a 
simple routine can cope with 
this. If you ee ae itis 
‘easy to correct it by pressing E 
with caps-shift and going back 
over the mistake 
cursor keys, as the iE tetctoe 
the computer into inverse 

en the mistake has 
been erased, pressing W with 

Different nibs and inks can be used to create 
your own drawings in this graphics utility by 
Christopher Lang. Let. your artistic streak take 

over and experiment with colour! 
and the co-ordinates (all of 
which may be changed at any 
time during the program). 
Prompts will be given to teli 
you what to do when the 
program is running. The top 
line of the screen cannot be 

is printed this line will be 
omitted. 

Variables 
Caps-shift key with 
Z copy 
A exit from program 
X clear screen to restart 
W switches computer back to’ 

drawing mode after erase 
mode 

E switches computer into 
inverse mode in order to 
erase 

N change nib size 
Q change cursor position 
L load a picture 
S save a picture 
© draw a circle 
1’ change ink 
P_ print writing on screen 
cursor keys to move nib 

left, right, up and down 
y move diagonally NE 
hh move diagonally SE 
t move diagonally NW 
@ move diagonally SW 

How it works 
1-20 set up variables, colours 

nib size and cursor 
25-300 main loop detects key 

input 
900-950 colour set up 
1000-1050 routine for saving 

pictures 
1500-1630 routine for loading 

picture for modifying 
2000-2060 routine for printing 

writing on picture 
3000-3020 program variables 
3030-3065 colour options 
4000-4090 routine for drawing 

circle 
4500-4540 allows you to plot 

nibs co-ordinates. 
5000-5090 sets up nib size 

caps-shift will put the 
computer back into the 
drawing mode. 

Load the program by typing 
LOAD “‘draw’’. Some 
questions will appear. Specify 
the colours and the size of nib 
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48K SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
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48K SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Everyone’s got it in for you: gangsters, killer 

tomatoes, kamikazi cyclists — not to mention 
alien spacecraft and monsters! 

f 
Trashman 
48K £5.95 

New Generation, The Brook- 
lands, 15 Sunnybank, Lyncomb 
Vale, ‘Bath 

Mugsy 
48K £6.95 

Melbourne House, Church Yard, 
Tring, Herts HP23 5LU 

Welcome to Chicago in the 
We knew life was hard on the ff |1920's, where this interactive 
streets, but this brilliantly drawn, [f | video comic-strip has you cast as, 
planned and executed game lets [J | Mugsy — da Boss of de hoodium 
us experience the danger, with [| |gang — trying to become the 
kamikazi cyclists, lunatic’ dogs | {most powerful gangleader in 
and short-sighted motorists. A Jf) | town. 
thoroughly enjoyable and You must manage the gang, 
addictive program, which uses If) |make money, organize protec: 
large, readable type, allows you ffl Ition rackets, decide how much 
to enter your name in the hall of | {to pay for guns and ammo and 
fame and has colourful, clever ff) |how much to bribe the local 
‘animated graphics. . police, in response to comments 

You start your career in I Jin speech balloons. 
Montague Rd with a bonus of f successful, your life at the that you are solvent, have @ gang 
250 points; time and where you [fl | top is dangerous, as rival Ricco and are alive. 
walk causes you to lose them. ff) | puts out a contract on your life This program takes full 
Clear runs allow bonus points to ff |— which is then acted-out advantage of the Spectrum's 
be "topped-up” by entering i Jarcade style. Melbourne Draw potential for colour, graphics, 
houses in response to “Want a ff [has been used to develop the hi sound and lettering. 
tip?” and “'Take this thing away J fres graphics shoot-out in a 

my son is obsessed with it” [J || speakeasy, where you must fight —_ instructions. 95% 
and 80 on. After five bins you are ful for your We. playability 80% 
Sent to Pulteney Rd, where dogs || Finally, the end of the financial graphics 20% 
and cars are joined by pavement: Ill year brings Louis, your hood, to Value for money 85% 
riding cyclists Explain how things went. Then 

if you are too slow a newsflash {the game repeats — assuming kk kk Ok 
tells you so, and gives you two 
more chances, Fatlure to speed 
Up results in instant. dismissal, 
while being run down provokes & 
newsflash tolling wife and family 
your points scored, and a dog: 
Bite results in a limp. 
‘One youwon'tresist. TW. 

Revenge of the 
Killer Tomatoes 
48K £5.95 

Visions, 1 Felgate Mews, Stud 
land St, London W6 

Psytron 
48K £7.95 

Beyond, Farndon Rd, Market 
Harborough, Leics LE16 9NR. 

This game is attractively 
instructions 85% 
playability 90% ff) | You play the part of Smiffy who ff | Packaged in a cardboard, box 
graphics 20% ff) | has started working for a market ff | with a 20-page colour booklet of 

instructions included, There is a 
high score competition in which 
you can win a Sinclair 

You play the unusual role of a 
supercomputer in sole charge of 
the Betula 5 installation which is: 
being attacked by alien space 
craft, This isn’t just another 
arcade game; you must also 
destroy robot saboteurs which 
‘are beamed down, conduct 
repairs and order and receive 
supplies. 

Spacecraft and robot destroy 
ing takes place in real time, while 
other tasks are conducted in 
"Freezetime” — this simulates 
the computer's ability to process 
data instantly. 

You are introduced to the 
game in six levels because of the 
game's complexity. This is a 
good idea except that the 
computer decides when you are 
ready to advance to a higher 
level. You must have done well; | 
only reached the second level, 
despite many hours of playing. 

The first levels are not exciting 
and | don’t think it will liven up 
much, This is certainly an 
original game and the 3D 
graphics are very spectacular, 
but | have doubts about its 
addictive qualities. MT. 

gardener. You must walk around 
‘a cabbage patch pulling up 
weeds, while avoiding an 
assortment of vegetables intent 
‘on stopping you, 

That's all there is to it. There 
isn’t @ multitude of screens to 
keep you interested; each screen 
seems exactly the same to.me 
except for switching from killer 
tomatoes to psycho swedes and 
manic mushrooms. | couldn't tell 
the difference between skill 
levels one and nine! 

There are some quite nice 
touches but it’s a pity they have 
been wasted on such a simple 
game. You can define your own 
control keys, the instructions are 
built into the program and the 
graphics are clear and well 
designed although there is little 
animation. 

1 had difficulty loading the 
program and it is only recorded 
‘once on the cassette and then 
not very well. | am surprised! 
that @ software house which 
describes itself as the name in| 
video games should release 3 
game like this. Although! 
professionally presented it's not 
addictive. 

The title screen states it is a] 
vvideo nasty’: | quite agree. M.T. 

value for money 90% 

kak ak KK 

The Pink Pearl 
48K £4.95 

Astrosoft, 101 Churchdown Rd, 
Ferndown, Wimborne, Dorset 
BH22 SET 

AGAINST YOU! ALL THE WORLDS 
An all-text adventure produced 
using Gilsoft’s The Quill, set on 3 
desert island, where your task is 
to recover the pink pearl and 
other goodies and escape with 
them and your life. 

Given the excellence of The 
Quill, the difference between 
adventures must now lie in the 
creativity of concept rather than 
in skill of coding. 

An adolescent air hangs over 
this one. Attack any one of the 
monsters and it “smashes you in 
the face” if you have the wrong 
weapon! Whilst the descriptions 
of locations are quite good, 
somehow they don’t conjure up 
a vivid picture. Similarly, the 
directions seem to have ‘been 
slightly mixed up in places. 

DM. 

instructions 75% [MMM instructions 25% ff_| instructions 100% 
playability 80% BE) clayabilty 30% fF_ playability 95% 
graphics WAT Sropnics 80%) | graphics 50% 
Value for money fens fom 35% fg | Value for money 50% 
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2X81 PROGRAM 

Round and round we go, chasing the black \ Vir ‘aus the PAUSE 
square. Tom Langford’s game should keep you be womb the epionay 

spew ol 
the game: this is caused by the 
random generation of the later 

Here's a straightforward game _ in, and then you're away! The program begins with a movements of the black 
for you. Use a grey square to —_Use the cursor keys, without screen display and then a loop —_squares. 
catch a black one. The listing SHIFT and NEWLINE, to is used to give a pause. This is Have fun, and practise your 
shouldn’t take you long to key control the grey square. because of the slight screen quick reactions on this one! 

210 IF A(D)=2 THEN LET X=X+2 
.22@ IF INKEYS$="6" THEN LET C=c+ 

IF_A(D)=S THEN LET X=X-2 
LET D=D+2 
IF _D=99 THEN GOTO 3790 
PRINT AT 5,C;jCHR$ 156 
PRINT AT XjY;CHR$ 156 
GOTO 140 
cLs 
PRINT “YOU GOT ME IN “3D 
FOR G=1 TO 175 

7@ PRINT AT X.YiCHR$ 125 
8®@ PRINT AT B.C; 
9@ PRINT AT_9:9; 

1@@ FOR E=1 TO" 100 
210 LET ACE) =INT (RND#43 
43@ NEXT _E 
450 PRINT AT 0,0; "GO & 
149 IF B=X AND’C=Y THEN GOTO 27 

=0 OR 
PRINT “OUT OF_BOUNDS” 

145_IF_X¢=@ OR X>=21 OR ¥ FOR H=1 TO 175 
¥>=31 THEN GOTO 420 
150 IF_B<=@ OR 5>=21 OR Cc=O OR 

32 THEN GOTO S20 
154 PRINT AT B.C; CHR O 
256 PRINT AT X,Y; CHRE$ O 
160 IF INKEY$="5° THEN LET C=C- 
170 IF A(DI=@ THEN _LET Y=¥- 
250 IF INKEY$="6" THEN LET 5=5+ 

PRINT “TOO SLOW" 
FOR I=1 TO 175 

PPPPOVOOAVOOVONONYNVNOVY ONPODOVATFONPODO TOURED SISS9OSSSSISSSSSNGSSUNSS 

f3] Ix io 

PRINT “I_GOT_AWAY* 
440 FOR J=1 TG 175 

2 450 NEXT J 290 IF A(DJ=1 THEN LET v=v+2 a 460 GOTO 3 {200 2E TNKEV$<°7" THEN LET B= SS srae 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Give your software library the 
professional touch — make 
printed inlay cards for your 
cassettes. 

This program will make 
manipulation of data easy, as 
well as organising all the 
games you have written. You 
can use it even if you don’t 
have a printer. 
wn the data is held in one 

flexible. This makes 
and saving simple, and 
course you don’t have 

20-character long blocks, 
‘containing the information for 
‘one program, together with 
tape number, side and tape 

8.231, say i z S. 

a g-) il 38 

How it works 
15 initialises with no data 
95 warning message 
100-115 display the main menu 
120130 INKEY routine to 

‘out to subroutines 

ches for and the 
‘two above 

3000-3120 input routine for 

ere 

5000- 
LPRINTing 

5080-5100 LPRINT a list of 

3130-3999 display each file 
entry 

submenu for 

programs 
choose tape inlay 

card to LPRINT 
5556-5581 search for tape’s 

program and transfer to 
front of aS 

sorting routine for 5585-5640 
the front part of a$ 

- 5650-5999 LPRINT inlay card 
6000-6010 submenu for saving 

coe? 

aye 

Hay 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

from sub- 
save program with _ routine at 8700 

data and verify 20 search routine delete. 
7000-7989 load data Set for program 2075, or 
8010 subroutines tape number 2540 to utilize 2 

the same search routine beeeee 
‘starting at . 

Variables 5S IO Octeg ued 

ie dota within a8 capeble of Deeoee. 
holding information of Deeeeee’ oi 

b$ temporary store on spine of inlay card 
f$ set the program name to tp set to how many blocks of 

10 chré if less than 10 a8 are of the same tape to [=> 
n for — next be LPRINTed = 
ink holds numeric input from j bends on inlay card — 

see 
is 

keyboard from Main Menu bal pointer to 
In, cn line column number for to be 

printing during input sub- card 
routine fg set 

c$ temporary store in input v 
routine before adding to a$ 

fy bh 

q men Le 
a al 

TESEESEEEEEEE 

HE 

“bao ecever iE Teg GO TO 8020 
8 
Hi BF ovrurntey ron ricer, oven 
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of 
omepat Ea 

3a : 
Sold subject to A&F Software Lid 

Full terms and conditions available on request 

A AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD 
COMPUTER SHOPS 

Abbey YF ora eras 92 
Thaot_]] "eed [maction [onsoon [seecraam 

gene 2790 | £7.90 | £7.90 | ¢7.90 | £6.90 

bua £7.90 | £7.90 

meseye? £6.90 

Fousons £7.90 | £7.90 

Ty Selected 
Stores 


